Read the full-text online edition of The Essays or Counsels, Civil and Moral (1999). This edition is based on the Oxford Authors series complete with notes on Bacon's rich vocabulary and substantial annotation. Excerpt. Francis bacon was born on 22 January 1561, at York House in the Strand, the London residence of his father Sir Nicholas Bacon (1509-79), who was Lord Keeper of the Great Seal to Queen Elizabeth I from 1558 until his death. Sir Nicholas had risen from humble origins to one of the highest offices of state, through the classic route of study at Cambridge followed by training as a lawyer at Gray's Inn, the inns of court which formed England's 't Volume XII: In Henricum Principem Walliae Elogium (and its translation); Imago Civilis Julii Caesaris (and its translation); Imago Civilis Augusti Caesaris (and its translation); Essays or Counsels Civil and Moral; Appendix to the Essays; De Sapienta Veterum (start). Volume XV: Discourse upon the Commission of Bridewell; Arguments of Law; Preparation for the Union of Laws; Answers to Questions Touching the Office of Constables; Ordinances in Chancery; Appendix; Index. This is a "meta-book", which stitches together separate files elsewhere on the Web as they appeared in a previously published book. Francis Bacon. To. The right honorable. chart, map Care not to: are reckless Cast: plan Cat: cate, cake Charge and adventure: cost and risk Check with: interfere Chop: bandy words Civil: peaceful Close: secret, secretive Collect: infer Compound: compromise Consent: agreement Curious: elaborate Custom: import duties Deceive: rob Derive: divert Difficileness: moroseness Discover: reveal Donative: money gift Doubt: fear Equipollent: equally powerful Espial: spy Estate: state Facility: of easy.